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22nd ranked UCF baseball team wins 19th straight~ see Sports, p. 16
The

Future
Interim SG President chosen
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

UCFwillhavetwostudentbody
presidents for the '95-'96 tenn----0ne
for the summer months and another
for the remaining nine months.
Why? Miguel Torregrosa and
FrankAmoros,thepresident-electand
vice president-elect, were cited for
election statute violations. A judicial
hearing decided the. best sanction
would be to suspend them from serving the first quarter of their term.
According to student government bylaws, the senate president, or
senateprotempore, becomesSGpresident in the absence of a president or
vice president. ~ut Rob Morris, who
was selected by the senate to be pro
tempore, didn't meet academic re-

. quirements necessary to keep his position and was'relieved of his duties
several weeks ago.
Therefore, asenatemeetinglast
Thursday had the task of selecting the
person who would run SG ·over the
summer. Out of three nominees, the
job went to former SG senator Mike
Hess, 25, an accounting major, who
ran unopposed for the senate last fall.
''I think Mike will do a great
job. He is very mature ·and level
headed," SG president Darin Patton
said. "Mike seems to make rational
decisions and think them all through."
Since Hess will be chief executive of SG with the authority to chose
a cabinet, there is concern Torregrosa/
Amoros might not get the people they
want
"Miguel will have key input in

choosingcabinetmembers,''Hesssaid.
''I definitely want his input and would
seek his opinions."
· During his presentation in
Thursday's senate meeting, Hess
stressed he "didn't have an agenda,"
and his whole purpose was ''to maintain the office and provide the next
administration a smooth transition."
He added, ''When Miguel takes office, I would like to see him hit the
ground running."
Torregrosa said that he didn't
know enough about Hess to fonn an
opinion, but "based on his speech, I
think he is going to be open minded
and willing to work withFrankandl."
But Torregrossa disagreed that
Hess will have the authority to select

see H·ESS, page 3

Student Goven1ment Smash or Trash?
SMOKIN'! .
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Junior Craig Cozart winds up against the Gentlemen of
Centenary. For complete story, see page 16.

D Norio;.Greek
students say SG
should educate
students about the
political process.
by BOB VOGEL
News editor

Lecture warns·against
abusive relationships
by BOB VOGEL
News editor

•

The billboard is one of an Xray of a human head. It is a normal
human skull, except it has a threeinch crack in the bone. Under it
reads, "Some guys break more than
their girlfriend's hearts."
According to the Attorney
General, domestic violence is the
leading cause of injury to women
ages 15 to 44. It is more common
than auto accidents, muggings and
cancer deaths combined for this age
group.
To promote relationship
abuse awareness, the PCF Police
Department sponsored the presentation, "Dangerous dating: When
relationships get violent," at the Student Center Auditorium last Thursday night. Victim Services, Peer
Counselors and the Campus Activities Board also helped sponsor the
event.
About 20 people showed up
to listen to social work and law
enforcement professionals' stories
about teen and young-adult abuse .
Janet Friedman, a volunteer
speaker for Spouse Abuse, Inc., said:
"Our goal here is to answer questions like: What is it? What's it look

like? What's it feel like? What are
the warning signs you are in an
abusive relationship?"
Friedman said abuse is always a matter of control, whether it
is physical, emotional or sexual.
"Emotional abuse is the hardest to detect, and it is also the hardest
to heal," Friedman said "Emotional
scars run the deepest."
She said concern for her
daughter is the main reason for her
activism. "I don't ever want her to
·be the girl in the [X-ray] billbo~d,"
she said.
Often, people who grew up in
violent households also end up in
abusive relationships. "If that's the
environment you grew up in, then
that's the kind ofrelationship you' re
going to seek out," she said.
But there are also cases in
which people just become abusive.
''It dot1sn't happen 'overnight; it's
kind of like the Chinese water torture thing--0ne drip at a time, and
eventually, it wears the person
down," she said.
What are the warning signs?
"The abuser will blame the victim,"
she said. "He'll blame the beers.
They'll blame everything in the

Inside the Squash Blossoms - seep. F-9

see ABUSE, page 4

On a scale from one to ten, one
being not at all, ten being a lot, how
much do you think Student Government impacts student life?
In a random survey taken at
UCF Friday, ten non-Greek students
·were asked this question.
Respondants were split
"Definitely. I assume they
must have some control," Kris
Hotaling, a 20-year-oJd political
science major, said. "It's good to
have [SG representatives] in my
classes. I can ask them about the
issues-kind of get it straight from
the horse's mouth."
But Vinnie Tieche, also a po-

litical science major, disagreed. "I
don't think they have the real
power," he said. "I don't think they
impact the important things like
parking, tuition, scheduling or lobbying for better classes."
Despite his pessimism, Tieche
voted in the recent SG presidential
elections. In fact, those who said SG ·
had a strong impact on their lives
were less li,kely to have voted than
those who said SG had little to do
with them.
Kenneth Aldridge, a molecular and microbiology major, said he
would be more involved if he felt
SG did have more of an impaGt.
''I'm not just as involved in it as
some of the other students," he said.
''I just don't pay attention."
John Peirano, a 27-year-old
· marketing major, said SG did not
have an impact. "I just don't think
they have the power to change things,
I mean, this is such a small campus,
and besides, it's run by the state."
Butheadded, "Theremaybealotof

.things [SG] sponsors, like the Mac
Lab, that I'm not aware of. I'm not
really aware of how SG works. "
"I would say eight, because I
know what they have to go through
to get things done," Steve
Gianfilippo, a 20-year-old finance
major, said. 'There are a lot of services that students don't know about.
I think if SG were able to somehow
educate students on the workings of
SG, it might help people feel like
[SG has] made a difference."
"ldon'tknoweverythingthey
do," Mai Zwezerijnen, a 22-yearold education Jllajor, said.
"I don't think they have a
major impact on tuition," she said.
She thought ofSG's impact on her
life and added, "The only thing I can
think of is the free telephones."
There wi11 beaJudicial Workshop noon Sunday in the Business
Administration Building, Room
116. Anyone interested in C:!ttending
should stop by SG in the Student
Center to sign up.

photo/SOLARES

TH£ RUNWAY, MIDDL€-€AST€RN 5TYL€

Two students perform an Indian dance at a middle-eastern fashion show,
which tool< place at ~ p.m. last Friday in the Visual Arts Building.
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l:-800-.c.OllfCT.s~

Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's ·not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being w,ise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT. Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money. You'll be glad you did.

dial
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&IE.11111
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ALWAYS COSTS LESS
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A1&T. Your lrue Voice.®

•
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•
•Promotions excluded. 1-800-COLLECT"" i a service mark of MCI.
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Lecture on aging

f

The first lecture of the UCF Initiative on Aging and Longevity's Gerontology Speaker Series will be at 7 p.m. April
4in the Visual Arts Building Auditorium.
Sociology professor George Maddox, the
directorof the Long Term Care Resources
Program at Duke University Center on
Aging and Human Development, will
speak about the future of aging. Maddox
has received numerous awards for his
work on the study of aging including the
Sandoz International Prize for Research

in Aging.
The Lecture, co-sponsored by the
Winter . Park
Health Foundation and the
Learning Institute for Elders at
UCF, isfreeandopen
to the public.
·
For more information
call 823-2566.

Criminal Justice
Fair
The Criminal Justice Career Fair will be
from IO a.m. to 2 p.m.
April 6 in the Education
Building Gymnasium,. For
more information call 671-8803.

Meinhold to speak at UCF
Navy Petty Offic~r Keith
Meinhold will speak at UCF at 8
p.m. April 7 in the Student Activities Center

[Wild Pizza] as part of Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Awareness Week.
Meinhold drew national attention for
being the first openly gay man to be reinstated to active duty in the armed forces
following a 1992 U.S. District Court decision.
Meinhold's appearance is sponsored
by the UCF Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual
Student Union and UCF Student Government For more information call 648-0057.
-Compiled by Ryan Anderson

Hess to run SG over the summer
HESS,from1

Newt Gingrich announces his health care proposal

an entire cabinet, describing Hess'
authority as "minimal." A meeting to be held Tuesday will decide
the expectations and parameters
of Hess during the transition period, Torregrossa explained.
"He'll probably be able to
chose an attorney general, a judicial advisor, and a comptroller,
and n:iaybe an internal auditor and
a director of communications," he
added.
Morris, however, is angered
he was left out of the process. A
recently corrected error on his academic transcripts would have
made him eligible to be reinstated
into his senate presidency position, or, at ]east to be one of the
nominees. But the correction was
not posted on the university computers in time for the senate meeting, and Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice
president for student affairs, did
not permit the meeting to adjourn

until Friday to allow Morris to
receive an official transcript indicating the changes.
Under the threat of suspending the remaining SG term, Tubbs
overruled a senate vote to postpone. Explaining why is was adamant' on his refusal to adjourn,
Tubbs said, "He [Morris] should
have taken care of this [the correction] before. He had a whole
semester to do it."
Morris is not convinced. "I
think it was kind of wrong that Dr.
Tubbs threatened and intimidated
the senate and made them do something that they didn't want to do."
Patton, who was not present
when Tubbs made his statement,
felt Tubbs "should have let the
senate decide what to do instead
of pushing things."
_Regardless of the hasty decision the senate was forced to
make, many people close to SG
expressed relief as a difficult chapter is finally coming to an end.

"If you're going to go to a
sponsored health-care system already covers health-care costs for free market ... you ought to be
House Spea~er Newt 97 percent of that country's resi- _able to pick up the phone, call a
·doctor, find out before you go in
Gingrich Saturday advocated dents, Gingrich said.
In the United States, where what do they charge, what are
what he called a "Wal-Mart"
approach to health-care reform, government-sponsored medicine their outcomes Jike," he said.
"You'd find rapidly a
under which doctors would have is seen by many as being tantato disclose their fees to patients mount to socialism, an estimated change in the whole attitude and
35 million Americans cannot af- the whole tone. But markets only
up front.
Speaking atan investment ford medical insurance and. many exist when people know in ~d
conference here, Gingrich said who can find it difficult to get the vance what the prices are and
what the outcomes are," ·he
such a strategy could extend services they need.
Gingrich spoke before the added.
health insurance to 98 percent
Gingrich also sajd senior citiof Americans within five years American Medical Association
and lead to a 40 percent drop in this week, outlining Republican zens should be rewarded for reportmedical costs from current lev- ·reforms that atnong other things ing overcharging on Medicare bills.
The House, which recently
would allow people to retain inels.
"I believe that within four surance while changing jobs. He approved a permanent 30 percent
or five years, we can get to a said Saturday that AMA members health-care insurance tax deducfree-market system in which 97 are enthusiastic about the planned tion for the self-employed, is expected to get to another batch of
or 98 percent of all Americans changes.
·
reforms
in May or June.
"I
said
to
the
doctors:
you
have health insurance," the
can
either
go
to
a
Canadian
govGeorgia Republican said.
I think we could probably ernment- system or ·you can go to
match Canada, but do it in a free · 'Wal-Mart' and be involved in
free markets. You can't.stay in the
market-oriented way."
Canada's government- middle," he Sfiid.
Cut out this coupon and you could be on your way to a great career in the Cullnary
Arts. The food service industry is the nation's largest retail employer·: And our
students learn the skills it takes to be a succes·s. In fact 98%* of them get jobs within
60 days of graduation. For more information, fill out an,d mail this coupon. Or, call
1,SQ0,232,2433. It's a great start to a great career.
Reuters
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282-0505.

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
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NAME
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ADDRESS

STATE

JOHNSON & WALES
U

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ZIP

TELEPHONE

*According rn rhc 1993 Jnhnsnn. & Wales Uni\'l~rsicy Graduate Directory.
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Changing the course of your life.

1701 NE 127th St.
N. Miami, FL 33181
. Campu ·es in Charleston, SC; Norfolk, VA;
N. Miami, FL;_Pro\·idence, RI; and Vflil, CO.

UCF

---~--------------------~

D.E.L.E.
Diplomas of Spanish as a Foreign Language

Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC? Shopping ,Center

The DEL& (Diplomas de Espanol como Lengua &tranjera), issued by the
Ministry of Education of Spain, offer an official accreditation on the degree of
mastery of the Spanish language for citizens of countries where Spanish is not
the official language.

We Deliver!

Cenificado inicial - Diploma Basico - Diploma Superio1:

•

25¢Wings

Dates of the exams for the U.S. in 1995:
May 20th, Ceni.ficado Inicial and Diploma Basico.
November 18th, Diploma Basico and Diploma Superior.
Deadline for registration: one month b€fore the date of the exam.

Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday

I

For further information call the Education Office of Spain at
(305) 448 2146 or Ms. Marfa Redmon, Department of Modem Languages,
UCF at (407) 823 5738.

~

~
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GO TO orncER
1RAINING

Supennarket of the future debuts in London

SCHOOL.

~

ut your college
degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

~

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

take

age as the supermarketeers euphe- aisles and a host of other faciJities,
mistically call it? The fear of spot known as add-ons, such as baby
LONDON - Imagine skip- checks keeps customers honest, ac- sitters, coffee shops and dry cleaners to make its 377 stores more
ping that tiresome checkout line at cording to the Dutch experiment.
Safeway's British owner, the appealing in what is becoming a
your local supermarket. Soon it may
Argyll Group, has linked into the fight for customer loyalty among
be possible.
Dutch
technology via its cross Britain's supermarket giants.
Armed with a hand-held price
Clearly cost savings will be
shareholding
with Koninklijke
scanner, the size of a chunky mobile
phone, modem shoppers can scan Ahold, which owns the Albert Heijn made. Grant points out that if three
chosen goods from the store's chain where self-scanning has lanes per store were made express
checkouts from an average 24shelves and keep a running tally of started in some stores.
Safeway is clearly taking it checkout store than obviously fewer
what they are spern;ling.
And with a new "green box" carefu11y and the experiment is lim- of the other checkouts would need
shopping cart pioneered in Canada, ited to its Solihull store southeast of to be staffed.
But he added that two-thirds of
there is no unloading and reloading Birmingham in central England.
of heavy shopping at the checkout. There are no immediate plans to any cost savings will be re-invested in
Just pay and sail through the "ex- extend it until all the lessons have the ''front end" of the store- that is in
supervisory staff, new carts and selfpress" channel ahead of all those . been learned.
"Self-service was a move on scanning equipment, and would not
frustrated faces.
This high-tech dream has ar- from counter service, price scan- necessarily lead to large job cuts.
Analysts' initial reaction to
rived in Britain, with the United ning was a move from the till and so
self-scanning
is
the
next
move
for·self-scanning
was that it appeared
Statvs possibly soon to follow, after
more than a year of exper.ience jn ward," Argyll Chairman Sir Alistair to be an innovation ripe for abuse,
but now that practical initial experithe Nether1ands as a Safeway store Grant said.
·This is all part of ~afeway's ence in the Netherlands has proved
equipped 100 hand-picked people
"Lighten the load" campaign which otherwise 'they are looking more
with their own self-scanners.
includes later shopping hours, wider seriously at the implication.s.
Wh~t about theft, or shrinkRueters

Kaplan and get

a higherscore~ ..

Domestic violence victim says support,
not criticism, is the key to helping abused
ABUSE, from page 1

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.
1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

world except the one thing that was
responsible: themselves."
But abuse has a tendency to
escalate. It starts out as a bruise, but
it turns into a broken arm. ·
'{he key to getting out,
Friedman said, is recognition ofwhat
is and is not abuse. "Recognizing
the situation is the first step in g~tting help."
·
Joanne MacPherson, the director of the Resolution Counseling
Center in Orlando, agreed, adding
that she active! encoura es her cli-
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Enter the LifeStyles
-. ,.Condoms and Saf~r Sex in the 90's
Video Contest
f,,.,-

j

'Y

J~

1

'

', Here's your chance to tell all those pec>ple trying to~ inside
your head, whars really on your mind. All you haVe to do is make
a 30-second video on how you d sell condoms and safer sex ~.
and you could be on your way to winning LifeStyles grand prize of
$10,000! Make it serious make it funny, just make it unfo able.
The Lifestyles Video
Contest. It'~ $9.95 to
enter and 1t s as easy as
.
calling 1-800-551-5454. C 0 N D 0 M S

ents to become
more analytical.
"Many
times, people are
prone to letting
their feelings run
.away with them,
when what they really should be doing is . analyzing
their feelings and
what is really happening," she said.
She added that in
some ways, the
popular notion of
love, thatloveconquers all, also gets
, inthewayofcounseling.
Friedman also stressed the my friends, they really didn't know
impbrtance of friends and commu- what to do."
Blinderman had special adnity organizations.
Chava Blinderman is a vol- vic€ for anyone with friends in her
unteer with the Prevent Teen Vio- situation: "Don't say, 'Well, why
don't you just leave him? He's a
le~ce (PTV) Program at Spouse
Abuse, Inc. She is a victim of rela- -jerk.' That's not~hat they need to
tionship abuse and told her.story to hear; they need support."
"I told myself that .he's this
the audience.
way because he's had a hard life,"
Blind~rm~n dated a young
man when she was about 16, and the she said. "So I wanted to help him;
relationship lasted for just over three I wanted him to see that someone
years. It was marred by constant loved him. I started doing things
threats of violence.
for him, taking care of him."
Things started to change
''Wealwaysarguedaboutstupid little things," she said. "The when Blinderman caught herself
only reason he would hit me was finding excuses not to be around
when I. disagreed with him. H~ her boyfriend. "He asked me to
couldn't stand to see me standing up move in with him, and I thought,
for myself. I couldn't not stand up 'Gosh, I'm glad I've got my parfor myself. Andi only stopped when ents to go home to," she said.
it got so bad that I got hit."
Anyone who thinks they
"People wouldalwaysaskme, may be the victim of relationship
'How can you put up with that?' abuse can call Mary Ann McCunn,
Well, it's not that simple," she said. the UCF Victim Ad:vocate, at 823"It took me a long time to set up how 2425. Her services are confidento get out ofit. I was so isolated from tial.
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Student Wellness Hduocate Team
•

..

EIGHTH

RililURL

5k Run & Walk
at lireek ParkDate:

Friday, April 7, .1995

Time:

Check-in 5:30 pm Start 6:00 pm

Place: Zeta Tau Alpha Sorocity House
Greek Park Drive ·
University of Central Florida
Entry

Fee:

FREE ..... Registration for U.C.F.
~uden~

$5 ......... ·.Registration for
faculty and staff
Registration is for UCF students, f_
a culty, and
staff ONLY. Return completed entry form to
UCF Wellness Center 823-5841.
T-Shirts! T-shrits will be given to the first 300
registered students. Faculty and staff
members will be guaranteed at-shirt. T-shirt
sizes not guaranteed "the day of the race.

•

Post-Race Party! Post race activities wiU
include live music, prize drawings, free pizza
and salad from Kelsey's, and Ocean Spray
beverages.
For safety reasons/ baby joggers/strollers.,
bicycles,. skateboards/ roller skates/blades
and pets will not be allowed in the race.

Awards! Awards from Kelsey's will be given to
the top seven male and female finishers
under 40, the top three male and female
finishers 40 and over, and to the top finisher in
the wheelchair division.
Spirit Awards! $100 Kelsey's pizza party gift
certificates will be given to each Club/Open,
Faculty/Staff, Sorority, and_Fraternity teams,
with the largest number of participants. All
teams with five or more members wm be
entered into a final drawing for a fifth $100
Kelsey's gift certificate !

·

.

u<gm

"

Age Groups: 39 and under ~~se~ S®
40 and over
p1u.na . -

PtCK UP AN ENTRY FORM AT THE CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER OR CALL
823-5841 FOR MORE INFORMATION

_Th_e_~_~_A_oo_·~-~-e--~0-Rinion

Elections? What do
you mean, elections?

April 4, 1995

~--------------~

In case any of you missed it, and I'm sure most of you did
(I know I did), there was another SG Presidential Election last
week. Don't worry about it, though; it's not as if you had any

vote in it.
You see, this was the election for president pro tempore.
And only senators can vote on that position. Senators...
remember them? Those were the people you elected last
semester who you can 'tremember. I guess, looking back now,
that election was kind of important.
The winner of the spring Presidential election, Miguel
Torregrosa, violated certain elections statues, and was suspended 'for the first third of his term as punishment. So for the
summer semester - three months - the president pro
tempore will have all of the full executive powers of the SG
president without the student body even raising a finger.
Of course, what's to be expected, considering how much
the students actually pay attention to what's going on? Maybe
it's just me, but there is definitely a strong aroma of something
dead or dying wafting around the SG offices.
And the winner is.... Mike Hess!
Mike who? Well, in the interest ofjournalism, here's a brief
run down. Mike Hess was elected to Business Seat 10 of the
Student Senate. He ran unopposed. You did read that cor. rectly ... unopposed.
·
The senate voted forthe president pro tempore at the close
of Thursday, and he just managed to pull it off... 17 to 16 over
Diane Carlson. Thirty-three out of the 48 senators who were
elected last semester vo~. I don't know. Maybe they should
have just done a big game of paper, scissors, Fbck, to pick the
new SG summer president. It probably would have been a bit
more acceptable from the students' perspective. At least, if the
students can't have a say in it, at least let random luck decide.
Mike says he really doesn't have an agenda for the
summer, and that he just wants to ensure a smooth transition
between _the two "real" presidents. Well, I certainly respect
Mike for not letting all this power go to his head. God forbid,
what would happen if somebody with an agenda would
actually go in there and get something done?
Without any form of regulation, a relative unknown
wanders in and gets to be our lame duck president for three
months. Is something wrong here?
MaybeTorregrosaandFrankAmoros, who will betaking
office Aug. 3, shouldin$tituteaofficial summer term president
to be determined by lottery from among the entire student
body. No one could ever accuse SG of catering simply to the
"elite" (translation - Greek) class of this school.
For something like this to happen to an establishment of
higher learning shows that the system is inadequate to handle
situations when they arise. Student GovelllIIlent needs to be
carefully scrutinized from within and withoutto keep UCF and
SG from becoming the laughing stock of Florida.
Chad Brunner
Opinion Editor
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.-----The real Pat Fox and his views on Christianity
'There I was, sitting at McDonald's by the UC7 theatre, the
same place I am every Tuesday and Thm:sday morning while
I eat breakfast before my first class, andTm cruising The
Central Florida Future to see if one of my articles ran.
"Christianity ... ," no that isn't it; "The More Things
Change ... ," no that's not it. Wait a minute.
. Christianity? Pat Fox? What? Huh?! [On March 28 an
article written by Daly.Morales titled "Christiani~y is Not the
Horrible Monster Most Think" incorrectly ran with-Pat Fox's
byline.]
.
I looked at the kicker and swooned int? my sausage and
Egg McMuffin - I got this nauseated feeling. I had to read the
article. Oh my God, my name-:- on this? Oh man. What could
have _happened here? Now I've got to mitigate the damage to
my reputation. , ·
_ I don't ordinarily like to talk about religion. ~eople get a11
stupid aboutreligion. ltdoesn 't ma~ter how evil, wicked, mean
or nasty a religion is. Somehow, if someone is r~sed in a
particular religion, they'd rather eat maggots than change their
mind. But at this moment in time, my name has been associated -with an article that defends Christianity, and I just can't
ignore it. I've got to set it straight.
I agree there are some good Christians out there. I've even
met a few. I don't have anything against the fundamentals of
Christ's teachings. In fact, ali the spiritual cornerstones of this
planet are, in essence, the same.
H's religion that I can't abide. Funny, most people don't
understand the difference between having a viewp0int and
joining a political party or the difference between choosing not
to have an abortion and killing a health care professional in
cold blood, for example.
Religion imposes. Its sole purpose is to govern. The
establishment of religion is probably one of the key things that
separates us from world peace.
Organized Christian~ty is one of the weirdest. The true
author of the other article put forth the argument that the Jim
Bakkers and Jimmy S waggarts of the world are not representative qf Christianity as a religion. I believe they are. The
phrase used to describe politicians-absolute power corrupts
absolutely - applies equally to Christianity.
Christianity is like a loaded gun. It's perfectly safe until
someone picks it up and uses it. The most dangerous use is
when a self-proclaimed Christian agenda is. contrary to the
fundamental separation of church and state that our nation is
built upon. This is also contrary to the teachings of Christ, who
noted, "My kingdom is not of this earth." (John 18:36)
That's why I find someone like Pat Robertson so very
dangerous. I know the agenda doesn't follow the Constitution,
nor Christ's teachings- so I wonder what the real agenda is.
Don't get me wrong. I may slam organized religion, but I
agree with Christ's teachin~s of: love. Unfortunately, most
folks never quite listened to Christ when he said to forget about
all those cumbersome commandments and just to learn love.

Pat Fox
FUTURE COLUMNIST
Let's face it- some of those Biblical characters were real
losers. Moses, for example, had the balls to break the commandment tablets in a fit of rage not once, btit twice. Paul was
one_of the most pathological killers of his time, having
slaughtered Christians like they were garden pests, then, after
having converted; simply changed his preference to prey,
wiping out countless cultures of "pagans."
But I think what strikes me as particularly peculiar about socalled Christians is their fear of death. It is a belief system that
espouses the notion that when J;hey die, they wiII somehow go to
heaven and livein joy and peace forever and ever, amen; they don't
want to die: They cling onto life like no otherreligion 's followers.
· What really doesn't make sense to me is that they are so
adamant about being anti-abortion. I don't get it. These extremists
would rather see an unwanted child suffer through a lifetime of
not being wanted, possibly being abused, neglected and ~ho
knows what else, rather than seeing it go on to heaven. I don't
get it.
But I don't usually say these things - so I'll just leave
those things unsaid.
The author of the article also suggested that organized
religion solves social problems with youth groups, etc. I can't
argue that, but I will say that if churches were required to pay
business taxes, the government's social programs would certainly
get a shot in the arm. It might even wipe out the federal defiCit. I
don't think churches should have any special status. We all know
they make big money. The Catholic Church owns more property
than the government does but doesn't have to pay property taxes.
Oh well.
- The ~cker of that article with my name on it was that quote
about how priests are molesting boys because they have nowhere
else to tum. What a load of crap! First of all, when these guys
decide they want to be a priest, they know full well that it requires
an oath of celibacy. No one puts a gun to their heads and makes
them become a priest.
Nothing justifies a priest molesting a child. If they don't want
to be celibate, then let them be Baptist ministers. And if they feel
right about cheating on God, then why not just go out and find a
woman, like a normal man? If they want to be gay, hell, I don't
care, but a child? That's repugnant!
It's despicable enough to molest achild, but to continue in their
position in the church as if they are true to God, well, well .. .Ijust
can't go on. There's no excuse for it None. That kind ofhypocrisy
should not be tolerated, and any organii:ation that not only tolerates
it, but covers it up and throws money at it, should have their license
yanked.
Thank you, I feel much better now.

•
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Letters to the Editor
Voter says that Student Government can make a difference at UCF
'

•

,

Hey, I voted! I was at the polls, and I talked to the candidates,
in search of something different. I voted Boyd/Davidson because, among other reasons, they didn't accost me with flyers,
magnets, stickers and life-sired photos of themselves. .
They refused to wear ties to rallies. They seemed like real,
serious people, instead of ambitious plastic smiles wedged
between gelled hair and loafers. Maybe they didn't have huge
funds at their disposal and signs posted every five feet on the
green, but at least they were honest and had a collective sense of
·
humor about the election.
Also, their platform was realistic and practical. I
who
really cares if students may be able to receive free drink refills
at the Wild Pizza as a result of the election of a particular
candidate?

mean,

---------------------------------------....1.
Buchanan - 2016? How about Student government, Dr. Tubbs
Clinton for the next 20 years?

•

Perks like the SG Mac Lab are appreciated, but student
concern should be focused on the functioning of the University
itself, with proposals like tuition hikes that directly effect the
student body.
That is where our "voice" needs to be heard. I voted because
I think that Student Government can make a difference in
administrative policy, if the administration ever has occasion to
take student concerns seriously. Ifthere is a lack ofinteraction and
influence between the student representatives and the University
policy-makers,theadministrationisatfault,notSG.Ifthethrilling
promise of free refills wasn't enough to get students to the polls,
maybe the threat of higher tuition rates will be.
Tracie Hammond
CREATIVE WRITING

for that matter. And contrary to Tubbs' opinion, SG's house
is in order-if it were not, The FloridaLeaderwould not have
voted UCF's Student Government the best in the state for a
third year in a row.
Also, contrary to Tubbs' opinion, it is not "extremely ·
important that we have somebody [elected] immediately" as
Pro Tempore. There is no need to rush an important decision,
such as who will be the SG president for the summer, because
Student Affairs wants us to.
Something else Tubbs mentioned is "students [need to]
deal with student issues and student problems." I could not
agree more with that statement; however, we at SG would
have an easier time of doing that if there was not so much
outside pressure. ·
Now as for you senators, you have a mind of your own, use
it! We have enough tools in the Senate to fill a mechanic's 5foot high tool cart. You were elected to rl':' ·.vhat is best for the
schoolfromastudent'spointofview,no . ' tudentAffairs!At
times, this is not easy, however, you must do it. The last time
I checked we were the 27th Student Senate, not the 27th
Student Affairs Senate! Th~ sleeping dog is awake and he ain't
fetchin' no bones.
If students reading this are angry-and want to voice their
opinion, call Dr. Tubbs at 823-2626, myself at 823-2191 or
show up at next week's Senate meeting, Thursday, April 6, in
the University Dining Room at 7:30 p.m. The meeting should
be a very interesting one.

and Spring election Cleaning

I am not a man of many words, so I am going to make this
In his March 30 column, "2016: A Celebration of 20 years of
the Buchanan Presidency," Dan Griffin outdid himself in conser- shortandsweet.LastThursday'sStudentSenatePresidentPro
vative-bashing. Now I'll even the score with this prediction of the · Tempore election was a fiasco. All of this could have been
avoided if Dr. LeVester Tubbs did not go before the Senate
achievements of Clinton or another leftist "president" like him:
•First, this nation was renamed the United Socialist States of and say, getyour"house in order or I will be talking to Dr. Hitt
Amerika (USSA). The powerful leftist government rewrote the about suspending Student Government for the rest of the
Constitutionanddidawaywiththepartsitsawasarchaic(freedom term" (for those of you who do not know, "Om: house in order"
meant eiect a Pro Tempore on Thursday or else.)
of speech, of the press, of religion, of assembly ...)
This is wrong, dead wrong. Student Affairs should not be
•The Political Correctness Mind Control Act of 1996 ensured
that no one could even think an offensive thought. The Amerikan telling SG how to conduct internal business, or any business
people play chara~es to communicate.
This act was amended with a clause
stating in part that "the double standard
of reverse racism must endure; we
have not gotten even just yet"
•The National Religion Abolition
Act established state-enforced atheism
in 1997. Christians, Jews,. Muslims,
Buddhists, Hindus and others could
not practice their faiths without risk of
persecution.
•A huge bust of.Karl Marx, a statue
ofV.I. Leniri,_aportraitofHoChi Minh
and a quote by Joseph Stalin were put
in prominent places around the White
House 'in 1997.
•Leftist school programs were put
in place. Children were told that there
was no objective right or wrong, and all
· of them were monitored to ensure
that they remained equally stupid,
and the students who made achievements were shamed into being mediocre. They were also taught that
Amerika was an unjust, unfair capitalist country the rest of the world
rightly despised.
•The Welfare Act of 1998 enlarged the welfare state so it became
the largest consumer of Amerikans'
tax dollars. People on welfare,
whether they were whites, blacks or
Hispanics, believed the government
dole was their only hope for survival.
.. - 1 - • ' '
.
'
•Crimerates reached stratospheric
I
levels after the passage of the Total
•- •
' -. ' j
~
Gun Control Act of 1999. Law-abiding Amerikans of all walks of life
were denied access to firearms whilecriminals continued to get them with
impunity.
• The We Tolerate Everything
Act of 2000 ensured that all criminals
- from shoplifters to murderers were not imprisoned, but treated compassionately because they were vicV
tims of the cruel, uncaring society that
was recently wiped out. [The liberal
architects of these two acts still can't
figure out why crime has gotten
worse.] ·
• Clinton [or his clone] held a
seance to contact the spirit of Mikita
Krushchev, who told him he has performed a decent burial.
Touche, Dan Griffin of The Liberal Media.

Kevin Koenig
LEGAL STUDIES
Member, 27th Student Senate

JOB SEEKERS!

The fastest way to
LAND A JOB is to

,

llllllllllllllll

,

,

EXPOSE YOUR RESUME

to as many employers as possible!

•

Using a single resume, •QUEST and the C-BOR System can do just that.
·rhe C-BOR System, developed by Employers and Human Resource Personnel,
provides a nationwide network of companies unlimited FREE access to your resume.
Use the system that Employers have asked for
and.place Your Resume in front
of these companies for
C-BOR, NOT JUST
just pennies a day.
ANOTHER DATE BASE!

Joseph Nadeau
ENGLISH

"Linking You To Career Opportunities" ·

-CALL TODAY!
1-800-528-4006

The Central Florida Future

Classified

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. All
materials provided. Send SASE
to P.O. Box 10075, Olathe, KS
66051

CLUE:> INFO
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CO.
seeks aggressive self-starter for
UCF rep. Great money. 426-8118

opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.

88 Jeep Cherokee, 4 cyl. 4 qoor,
great car. $4500 OBO. 273-3658

PARTYING BECOMING A
PROBLEM!!
-The Break The Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets

SOFA BED/QUEEN -$375; 27"

All W~lcome!
-------------,
FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM
at WDSC.
Call our 24 hr. hotline - 679"'"'2_6_4_5_4_in_fo_._ _ _ _ _--,-----1

TV, Sony Trinitron $4 5o. Call
381-2785

UCF FOOTBAG CLUB
is in full effect for 1995!
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on
The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg.
For more info call
275-1613

sell
Snake: Red-TailBoa with
everything. Call for more info
823-7911

Catholic Campus Ministry
115
11
Mass Sunday
AM, PH
•
Club Night, Thurs. 7 :3 o PM
For more info: 281-4438

GET CASH!!
$50 - $300 - Checks held till
payday. 678-1535
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
.bl st d
5:00 P M. W ee kl y B1 e u y

UCF NEWMAN CLUB

AUT06

Futon Couch/Bed
Only 4 months old $85. Ask for
Kim 672-2813 or 381-2637. Must

1---------------1
PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,

time,a~rmcioc~O~yS 1 o. 4 o 7-

every Monday & Wednesday at
noon. UCF Student Center,

UCF STUDENTS

. room 211
The knowledge to Pick Up Girls,
Women, Ladies. This book
informs you on how to get dates

SPEND A YEAR IN
RUSSiA

and more with girls, women,
ladies. To order: send $17.82
plus $2_95 for shipping and
handling to: Abatar Books, P.O.
Box 4912, Carolina P.R. 009854912. Limited offer. Order now.
KARAOKE CHALLENGE
$10,000
Cash & Prizes to Pioneer's
National winners!
Enter Tues. Nites - 10 PM Devaney's Pub and Fri. Nites 8:30 PM - Sheraton's Eastside
Lounge.
Starting April 4, 1995

chosen to spend the 1995-96 academicyear (beginning September,
·
·
1995) at Udmurt State Umvers1ty.

i--9_78_1_(p_a_g_e_r)_ _ _ _ _ _---. All majors both undergraduate and
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM - TR
542, Room 101
ALL WELCOME!

1993 Hobie Cat 16, white hulls,
black mesh trampoline, includes
two sets of sails and all accessories $3700 (w/trailer) for more
info (904) 66-9-2588

graduate may apply. Russian Ianguage preparation of at least one
year and preferably two years at
the college level is required.
Izhevsk is a city of approximately
800,000 located in the heart of
MOVING SALE, everything must
Russia, 800 miles east of Moscow.
Udmurt State University is a comgo!! 249-3975 leave msg.
prehensive university of approximately 7,000 students and over
2 GRATEFUL DEAD TICKETS,
M/F share Conway area home.
can't to the show. YOU SHOULD! _300 faculty, offering a full range of
Pool, Whl. Chair access. $300/
Black Crows open. April 7th,
undergraduate and graduate mamo. Incl. all 857-3371
--------~----, Tampa, 823-0496
jors in over sixty departments.
The only expense for the student
M/F, N/S to share 2bd/2ba
QUEEN SIZE BED $150 Call
will be UCF tuition which must be
Condo, W/D, pool, tennis, quiet,
629-9873 leave msg.
paid for the Fall '95 and Spring '96
close to UCF. $300/mo + 1/3
i . - - - - - - - - - - - - - t terms. All travel, housing, and livutil. 671-7191
ing expenses will be provided from
Scuba Equip. Mens (B.C., wet
the grant.
suit) regulator & tank .. Exec.
Applications may be obtained from
cond. $750 282-0362 Mike
the History Dept. or Dr. Richard
- - - - - - - - - - - - -..... Crepeau, Dir. of the Russian ~rea
EARN $500 or more weekly
Studies·.
Tandy 1000 Computer w/
stuffing envelopes at home.

--------------1

Send SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727

TYPl6T6

1----------------1

Absolute Perfection
Since 1981
fast, accurate typing, reasonable
rates. Rush projects accepted.
Call 578-9511

1--------------i

1-------------1

monitor, printer & software $200.
Yamaha 10 band stereo, EQ $50,
VR 50 watt tuner/amp, Justin
671-3629

WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

DATAPROCES~NGSER~CE

Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. ·IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080

The University of Central Florida
has been awarded a grant from the
TYPING TO GO $1.50/pg.
United States Information Agency
to conduct a student exchange
359-7354 24 hours.
b~een UCF and Udmurt Sta~~-----------~------------i

834-5400
1-------------=----t
University in Izhevsk, Russia.
NO TIME FOR THE BEACH?
Four students from UCF will be
Deep dark tan available at "Sun
Tan Center", Winter Park, 5 1/2
mo. of tan for only $125. 980-

April 4, 1995

OEADL!NE FOR APPLICATION
IS APRIL 10, 1995

Fast Accurate & Next to
Campus! Call Cherie for your
typing needs.
359-9203

PURRFECT WORDS
Quality typing and
wordprocessin~ at reasonable
prices. Locat~d less than a mile
from campus. Pick up and
delivery. Term papers, resumes,
reports, etc. Next day service
available. Call Jeanine for all
your typing needs. 365-4218

Professionally Prepared Resumes & Term Papers. 24 hour
service available. Laser printer.
·359-8974

Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick
very reasonable. 14 yrs. exp.
Macintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser .equip.
Sameday. service avail. Call
277-9600

A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

Does your 'vashing n1achine long for the company of a hot dryer?
FUTURE CLASSIFIEDS

Wanted:
Writers,
artists,
photographers,
and poets
Implosion: A Journal of
the Bizarre and Eccentric Is looklng for

offbeat submissions for
Its Spring, 1995 edition.
There are no guideIf nes, other than we
are NOT looking for
sappy love poems and
the If ke. This Is a
journal of the bizarre;
keep this In mind
when submitting.
Include a SASE for a
reply. Send to: Implosion, 12243 University
Blvd., Orlando, FL
32817. Questions or
need a sample Issue?
(407) 823-8054.

then stand back and let ·your washer agitate with pleasure
Fast • Easy • Cheap
· \Vritten for the people who do business
.------------------------------------~---------------,

Gree/r, Corner
_Club Info
Roommates
For Bent

For Sale
Autos
_Help Wanted
Wanted

Please print clearly. Allow a maximum of 35 characters per line.
The Future cannot be responsible for unreadable handwriting.

Services
_Typists
Lost &Found
Car Pool

Tutors
Other
_Lonely Hearts
Personals

I would like the ad to run on the following dates (the Future
publishes every Tuesday and Thursday) _ _ _ _ _ __

RATES: $1 per line for UCF students. faculty and staff.
$2 per line for non-srudencs and businesses.
Boldface and underline $1 extra per line.
PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Clip and mail to: The
Central Florida Future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, fl 32817. Ads

may also be placed in our office near the UC? theater in the University
Shoppes from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon-Fri.
Questions? (407) 823-8054

Name, address, and phone (required)
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seasons fbt ·Edde
wHb help lrom Bazel and Sq11sb Bliss••
by Jim Martin, photos by Haley Morris

,

,

. ~y any comparison
. ~: .. dancer, (I'll get to
_,;N6ino, commented, "A lot

and status is more important to Hazel than
playing for a cause or becoming
spokespeople."
This attitude of iwathy carries over to
music, actding even more punch to the live
performance. After Hazel blistered the audience, a giddy Veruca Salt took the stage.
After three hours of beer guzzling, the
crowd uproarously hailed thecomingofNina
Gordon and Louise Post, the two guitarist/
vocallsts for Veruca Salt. Fortunately, the
same crowd, who direspected the first two
bands, disrespected the driving force behind
Veruca Salt, Jim Shipiro and Steve Lack, the
drummer and bass player respectively. Besides the beauty of the two front women, the
overlooked aspects of Veruca Salt are the
brooding bass lines and kamakazi drums.
Much of this has to do with a big Kissi
AOOC influence. What is commonly refered
to as a girly band is not that all,
and the live show proves that. As
I walked into the Edge during
sound check, much like the
Maxell Cassette ad, I felt as if I
was being blown right back out
of the door.
Veruca hails from Chicago, and like most bands from
the rnidwest, they really made
waves nationally during this
"altuma-coup" of the rnid-'90s.
Although not from these parts,
the Salt really soaked up the culturally defunct atmosphere and
made it their own. "It's been a
Louise films Fred finding his feminity.

magical day here in Aorida,"
Nina said happily, oblivious to
reality. The performance magically sounded a lot like the album, making for a bit of a
dissapointing show, but after
Hazel, what wouldn't be
disapponting.
Veruca played most everything off American Thieghs,
their Minty Fresh/DGC release.
They also had quite a bit of new
material. Considering the mateilk.
rial and American Theighs was
Nina and Louise turn the Edge on it's side.
recorded over a year and a half
ago.I think itis safe to assume we will be seeing VerucaNaCl entering the studio at anytime. Judging
the new material I heard, look for a smoother album with better lyrics.
Thiswasoneofthebestconcertsofthisyear.AnyoneofthebandswouldhavemadeOffspring
look like Menudo on a milk kick. If you weren't there, you missed it; if you were, you know.
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DEREK KRAUSE
Film Editor

I'll be the flame
burning inside
you. And make no
mistake, your
dreams I'll make,
come true.

his first two reieases, "Practice
What You Preach" and "Come
On," give "Icon" its mainstream
appeal.
"Come On," and "Practice,"
have already had theirrighful play,
but are only a taste of the romanticism White preaches. "I Only
Want To Be With You,"
exlemplifies some of White's
raunchy and to-the-point honesty:
"I'll be the fruit between your
sheets. I'm not the kind who' 11
make Jove for a minute. I'll be
inside you as long as you want me
in it."
"Baby's Home" is relaxing
and persuasive song with some
soft ,vocals. A perfect afternoon,
foreplay tune, its my personal favorite re-play.
Upbeat and playful, "Sexy
Undercover," is the only song that
might rival that hip-hop sound,
but doesn't go so far to ruin the
essence of its slow sound.

Too many soul artists today
throw in hip-hop tracks to supposedly juice up their album, only
ruining its consistent flow. White
chills out, and keeps to what he
knows works. Each song savors a
constant rhythm, but still keeps an
original flavor.
Thanks to help from respected producers Jimmy Jam,
Terry Lewis and Gerald Levert,

The only song that doesn't
grab me, "Whatever We Had, We
Had," is over 10 minutes long and
tends to be a bit repetitive. it also
begins with what White calls a
"rap."
Although this rap lacks
some timing, his other intro-raps
are intriguing and suceed in enticing you to listen to the rest of the
song.

0

"You a Freak." From the
voice James Earl Jones wishes he
had, the Love Daddy himself
reaches new highs and lows in his
first pop-influenced album. With
10 sultry tracks, Barry White's
"The Icon Is Love," mixes up classic White with the catchy pop
sound behind today's R & B vo-·
cal is ts.

,,_____

______,,

Photo/Courtesy of A & M

,,

The 'Daddy Mack' of soul and R & B returns to the scene with his heralded 1994 release.

at the 0' Connell Center
in Gainesville, with the
Dirty Dozen Brass
Band.·.. This Saturday APRIL 8
Student Discount Tix are
$16.50 and $20.50 for
general public.

· :~

~

~-

Limited "Crowes Nest" tix are
$10.00 plus service charge.
Call ticketmaster 839-3900..
Don't miss the biggest Dead ppst party...
#

You'll be Grateful

,
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Flesh is just not

Extreme
enough to cut it.

Suspenders Saloon
"Casselberry's Neighborhood Bar"

THURSDAY IS U.C.F. NIGHT
7:00 pm - Close

c.- Pool
c.- Darts
c..- Games

FUULIQUOR

Beer- Wine
Must be ·21 years old to enter

by MIKE WIIlTE
Staff writer

Summit Plaza
1043 Highway 436
Across From Goodings
·at the Intersection of Red Bug Road & 436
Phone# 331-3010

Flesh sounds like a poor man's
Extreme, which isn't too surprising
considering Flesh features Paulo
Bettencourt (brother of Extreme's
Nuno Bettencourt) on lead vocals.
The songs on th~ CD could easily be
mistaken for outtakes from
Pomograffitti.
And that is a shame. In a world
full of Nirvana, Green Day and Pearl
Jamwannabes,abandlikeAeshcould
really stand out. But instead they come
off like bad '80s metal.
There many problems with
the CD. The musicianship is excellent, but the songs fall short. The
lyrics contain half-assed philosophizi_ng about life, love and sex and
are sung over Aerosmith-on-ste-.
toids-style riffs, a comb!nation that
has been used by about lOO other
bands. The rhythm section really
sucks, never laying down a suitable
groove for the funky riffs. Vocalist
Bettencourt is adequate, but not
outstanding. Another problem with
the lyrics is that they seem like full
sentences, leaving nothing to the
imagination, and they sound like
little imagination was used in creating them.
The band's best musician, and
sole bright spot, is guitarist Markus.
His leads are good, and his rhythm
playing is tight.
Nuno Bettencourt's production is decent, but even Quincy Jones
could not make these lackluster
songs sound better than average.

Wbat did you do
Sul)day l)i~bt? I
bul)~ out witb Nil)a
al)d Louise froll)
Veruca Salt al)d
dral)k free Corol)as
backsta~e at tbe
Ed~e. GET TO
KNOW ME al)d write
for tbe Future.

Whichever direction you decide to
$400 Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
take, we can help you get there in style,
a Special A.P.R:
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student, ·
See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.PR'."*
call 1-800-321-1536 for details.

823-8054
'Special Annual Percentage Rate altemative110t available on leases, Customer Option Plan or Red Carpet Option Plan ...To be eligtble. you must graduate with a bachelor's degree.
or be enrolled in graduate school. betweeri 1/1/93 and 9/30/95. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 10/1/94 and 9/30195. Some vehicle eligibility restnct1ons apply.
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• Tabula Rasa Party
(Sapphire ·supper Club)
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Friday the 7th
• Spyro 6yra (Ro~lins
College)
• Rlabama (0-reria)
• Christine Cooney (Yab
Yum]
• Bluesberry Jam (The
Mill)
• Hatebombsl Skirt (Hard
Rock Cafe)
• Junior Mays (Sapphire)
• Sha Shaty (Pinkie Lee•s)

~

!l

...

I

,..

Tuesday the 4th:
• Bughead (The Mill)
• Blues F·o r,soul

"'

(~unkyard)

Wednesday the 5th:
~ Soul City/ 6uillbeauH
(Sapphire Supper Club)
• Magadogl .
Independents
(Junkyard)
Thursday the 6th
• Rocket Rats
(Junkyard)

..

"'

Sunday the 9th
• The Duke Ellington
Orchestra (Winter
Park)
• Ues' Ree (The Club)
• Roger Oallak (The
Mill)
• Saigon Kick (Jani
Lane•s) ·

Saturday the 8th
• ·N at Rdderly Quintet
(Pinkie Lee•s)
• Hatebombsl Doll Face
(Hard Rock Cafe)
• Todd 8' Beth Mack (Yab
Yum)
.
.

...

..

• 6hostbeat (Go
Lounge)
• Smokin Crows (The
Mill)
• James Peterson
- (Sapphire)
• Subdudes (Junkyard)

Monday the 1Oth
• Oaue Matthews
Band/ Big Head -Todd[}
The Monsters (The
Edge)
• come (Sapphire)

.

...
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o UCF ·has a strong

ROJO'S

..

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

·'

finish at the UCF
Invitational tourney,
led by Bresnick
and Plasencia last
Saturday.

..~
.~

281- ROJO (7656)
12233 University Blvd. • Orlando, Florida 32817
Located on the comer of University & Alafaya
Across from UCF

CARRY Our SPECIAL
ene 16'' Large Pizza

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

with one topping

The UCF track and field
team strutted their stuff in their
own UCFinvitational with strong
performances sprinkled throughout the track and the field, last
Saturday.
On the track for the UCF
women was KtanahBresnick, taking second place in the women's
400. meter race with a time of
1:05.79. The women's 800 meter
race had Bresnick capturing the
third spot, but this time she was
joined by some of her teammates.
In fact, Cheria Bell took first with
a time of 2:21.55 in the 800. UCF
was also represented in the fifth
spot by Aisha Neal, who finished
fifth with a 2:30.29~
The I°OO meter hurdles
weren't much of a hurdle at aII for
the Golden Knights, as Michele
Boike took second with a 15.89.
In the same race it was Heather Rene Plasencia took first place in the men's 1500 M race.
Sunderman finishing fourth with
a 18.59.
The long distance races set
the scene for a showdown between
Jacksonville University and UCF.
In the women's 3,000 meter
race; it was JU' s Michelle Kenaa11
Save more •. It's been rented before. ·.
claiming the top spot, 10:47.56,
with UCF's Jeanne Lesniak, taking secon.d place at 10:55.69.
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from $199.99
Bresnick made a showing once
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ......·........ from $99.99
again in the women's 1500 meter, .
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from $59.99.
taking second place with a 4:57.44.
Full Bed Sets ...................... from $.59.99
Right behind her was Lesniak.._,
who finished with a 5:05 .78.The field women were also
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
having a good Saturday.
furniture ._We seU for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.
UCF' s Kelly Kobia took
first in the women's discus with,
1321-08.0. Michele Boike claimed
seQond in the women's longjump
QITURE RENTAL
1920 Semoran Boulevard
CLEARANCE CENTER
with a leap of just over 16 feet.
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Heather Sunderman and Olen
Sat. 10am-5pm
M~lean, both from UCF, tied for
third with jumps of 15 feet and 11
inches.
The shotput had Kelly Kobia
finishing first with a 36-05.0 distance. In third was Mclean once
again with a distance of 32-09.0.
BEEPERS
AS LOW AS
"I did pretty good. I'm n?t
Starting at
happy with my performance, but
$549*A MONTH
as a team we did very good,"
$29~95*
Mclean said.
The fleet-footed men were
cruising to victory, excelling es•2
pecially in the long distance
•Act1vat1on
FREE
.
events.
- · . \ des. •Clock • 16 Memory Leather case & Cham
, \ nC U
' •Vibrator .. Time Stamp
The UCF men's club highlights include Jeff Budd taking
first in the men's 3 ,000 meter race
r---;;~;v~;Be;;;~G;~--~
with a 9:07 .5. UCF swept the
I
• FREE RE-CRYSTAL &
event, with Pete Berndt finishing
second [9:34. l] and Manny
:
• FREE ACTIVATION*
.:
Courvell placing third [10:28.6.]
!1~~~a_!!!efe!.-!'.!!~!!!~c!~!!."..I
In the men's 1500 meter it
was UCF' s very own Rene
WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!
Plasencia [3:59.90] capturing first
wEDEL1vER1
with Erik Lipham a close second
We also recrystal NEC, PANASONIC, UN/DEN, and MAXONS
[4:00.33.]
"I was running the faster .
Fern Park
Deltona
2063 Saxon Blvd.
7030 S. HWY 17-92
events," Lipham said. "I did a lot
407-831-KWIC (5942)
904-789-3339
·of it for a workout. It gives me a
(Saxon Place)
(Across from old K-Mart)
break from my normal events
WE BUY BEEPERS
*Some restrictions apply
which is always fun."

$7.50
Pick up or dine in w/ coupon
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RO JO'S

N E W Y0 R-K S TYL E P I Z Z A
2,81~

ucF . ·.

see.PER\
5pEQ\J\Ll

$7999*
Mo~.S~rvice

Lo! .!_o!!r
Quick Page Inc.

ROJO (7656)

12233 University Blvd. • Orlando, Florida 32817
Located on the comer of University & Ala fa ya
Across from UCF

$17.50
TWO 18" EXTRA LARGE PIZZA
L ______wLl~T_OJ?J>J~Q_E~~~--~-~-J

.e

.

SKIN~H

Student .Bargains. I

•

. ,~-

CENTER

Special Services A vai/able

Facials I Mini Facials ·
4 Layer'Masque
Light Chemical Peels
Glycolic Acid Facials
Acne Treatments
Discoloration - brown spots
Sun Damage
Pre & Post Operative
Ethnic Skin Care
Hair Removal

·'(407) 830-S·OSl
1 Block East of the Altamonte Mall
Altamonte Medical Center, 106 Boston Avenue

JAC1'1N

USE OF YOUR ·
TAX REFUND

llEWflf

IN 3 DAYS*

• FREE ELECTRONIC
FILING WITH PAID

Call for Price Quote
and Nearest Location

TAX SERVICE

PREPARATION

MQ;/l;lt;tJI

•FULLY COMPUTERIZED - - ·!-l~uJll}
4!
TAX PREPARATION . -=~;;;;;;;;=m=;·•
..·"'..!J.r•-~•._J-.~£,
...
_

249-2242
(ACROSS FROM UCF)
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
12295 UNIVERSITY BLVD .
(BY JACKSON HOLE)
"REFUND ANTICIPATION LOAN AVAILABLE

r-----------------~

•

10%

OFF

sl3v~C:,.s

FACULTY AND ••
STAFF
I JACKSON HEWITT TAX SERVICE
I
~~11 ~~ ~'3_E!~!_T!_0~ ____ - _ _/
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University
Apartments

...and
(jraduate

Come

Join

With Two

Vs ...

Across from UCF!

DegreesJ

*Under New Management*
Now Pre-leasing for August Occupancy
We offer spacious 2 bedroom 11/ 2 bath
·
from $425
•.Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
• Laundry Facilities
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning
Universit

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

UCF
Pasture
Solon

)>

l><I f

f LO·RIDA

671 ·0057

Butler

Plaza

Office Hours (M-F) 9-Spm

¥

KARATE CENTER
-

.

Because stuff happens.
¥Hey this is corporate America·. We have to keep it clean.

It's everywbere
you -want to be.®

©Visa U.S.A. Inc. l99S

Cornerof436&
Howell Branch
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COMING SOON TO THE UNIVERSITY
SHOPPES CENTER
ACCEPTING EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
12275 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 407/ 275-2780

SIGHTS LONG INTO
.THE FUTURI.
photo/SOLA nES

The women's lightweight four came in second place despite the rough conditions Saturday.

UCF crew takes the Pebakis Cup
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

''We still have a way to go, but
we're doing good so far," Anderson
said. 'This is about where we hoped to
The UCF crew club took back be at this point of the season."
the Petrakis Cup, Saturday at Lake
The novice eight, which has
Pickett by braving rough conditions been rowing strong lately, also took
and edging a formidable foe, Jackson- first place, while them~n' s lightweight
four could only manage second place.
ville University.
''We did better than we did last ~ Thanks to the men's strong perforweekendagainstJU," saidrnen' s.crew mance,UCFnarrowlyedgedJU,65to
co-captain Ryan Anderson. "This 62, in the final point total.
[Petrflkis Cup] was held in JacksonWhile the men were stroking
ville last year and they won it, so we past the competition Saturday momgot to redeem ourselves."
ing, the women were doing some
The men's varsity eight toolc stroking of their own. The women's
first while JU settled for second. The varsity eight took first, and the UCF
men's varsity four followed suit by women's open class claimed the sectaking first and making JU second.
ond spot with JU pulling up third. The

varsity women's lightweightfourtook
second.
"The conditions weren't great,
but we rowed well. \twas a good effort
and an excellent performance by the
women," said the women's crew cocaptain, Arny Jo Jackson. ·
The women's novice boats
weren' trowing like rookies Saturday.
The women's novice lightweight four
took fust place, and the novice
women's eight also took first with the
B-boat coming in third. ·
Next weekend the crew club
will be looking to continue its hot
streak as it travels to Melbourne to_
race for the Governor's Cup, Saturday.

WE'RE LOOKl~G FOR TOMORROW'S LEADERS, TODAY. We're
Amoco, a dynamic Fortune 15 company, positioned for dramatic growth in the 90's on_d beyond.
·
We seek aggressive, hard-working, take-charge individuals
who are about to graduate with a business related degree. If
this sounds like you, consider building a rewarding mark9ting career with a highly recognized leader in its field.
Management skills, strong analytical abilities, and computer
literacy ore necessary. Management, marketing, and business majors are preferred. _
We offer a competitive starting salary with bonus eligibility,
good benefits, a highly-valuable, comprehensive 10-week training program and ample opportunity for career growth.
If you're serious about success, fax your
resume to Poul Wehner at 312-856-2367.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Coming Apri- 12th, 1995
The University

Central Florida's

PART·TIME & SU
usiness Atrium

Central FlOrida
·Part-Time and Summer
Employment
Opportunities
Wednesday, April 12, 1995 From 9am To 12pm
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

_Th_
e~~A~daF~ ~~S
_norts
ESPN' s Keith Oberman can
finally
stop
singing
"Unprofessional... that's what you
are," because the MLB p1ayers final1y ended their strike after 232
ridiculous days. The players' decision came after Judge Sotomayor
decided in favor of the players by
issuing a preliminary injunction
against the owners.
The owners then followed
by telling the replacement players
to hit the road. As of Sunday night,
major league baseball said theirfirst
game will be April 26. Legal battles
will probably carry on throughout
the summer until an actual agreementcan be reached.In theend, it is
the brave replacement players who
quit their jobs and left their families
for a shot at the major leagues that
got screwed the worst The fans
faired no better as they were treated
like puppets dangling from the
strings·of major league baseball. At
least the replacement players were
willing to play, and people were
willing to watch.
InNFLnews, theMiamiDolphins rewarded Bernie Parmalee
for his hard work last season by
signing him to a two-year contract.
Terms were not disclosed. The Dolphins also traded away tight end
Keith Jackson and a fourth round
draft pjck to the Green Bay Packers
in return for a second round pick.
Jackson's services were no longer
need~ since the Dolphins signed
tight end Eric Green.
Last week in the NBA, fans
across the world observed Michael
Jordan doing what everyone has
become accustomed t~. Unfortunately for the New York Knicks,
they had to experience it first hand
as Jordan lit the net up for 55 points
on 21 of 37 shooting. Jordan's 55
points are the highest single game
total for anyone in the league this
season.
The New Jersey Nets will be
without the services of their AllStar forward Derrick Coleman.
Coleman will miss between Ofle
and four games with a sprained left
wrist. Coleman incurred the injury
during Thursday's game against the
Trail Blazers trying to break his fail
after being knocked to the floor.
Florida's Mr. Basketball
award winner, Vince Carter, opted
toplayoutofstateatNorthCarolina
instead of Florida or Florida State.
The Mainland High School AllAmerican felt that North Carolina
was his best option for playing right
away and possibly winning a championship. Carter is Mainland's alltime leading scorer with a career
average of 19. l points. He also led
Mainland to its first state title in 56

years.
Mike Tyson made a public
announcement last Thursday of his
future plans. Tyson stated that he
will continue to box, Don King will
continue to be his promoter, and
John Home and Rory Holloway
will continue to be his managers.
Tyson also stated that he has chosen
Showtime as his on-air network.
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Chad Sheffer bas brought an air
of confidence to the team.

Todd Tocco already has four
homeruns this season.

t1

#22

in the
photo/SOLARES

Jay Veniard's 6-1 record is pacing
UCF's incredible mound corps.

photo/SOLARES

Tony Marrillia has already won TAAC
Player of the Week once.·

